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Wine is already sparkling in the golden goblet
but do not drink yet: first I will sing you a song!
– gustave mahler

Terminating in a nightmare of horror, nathaniel hawthorne’s short
story “The Celestial Railroad” is an apocalyptic dream-vision of his
intended trip to the Celestial City. on this luxury train trip, hawthorne
is accompanied by the slippery mr. smooth-it-away, as well as the most
respectable people who bear excessive material baggage. Traveling in
first-class fashion, the passengers speed by two dusty foot-travelers
stumbling along a difficult pathway, and they ridicule the foot-travelers
for not taking advantage of modern transportation. soon the lightning
train thunders into the ancient city of vanity Fair, what appears to be
heaven for the passengers. Then the two foot travelers—mr. stick-tothe-right and mr. Foot-it-to-heaven—arrive, but they take no part in the
pleasure of vanity Fair. in time, the first-class passengers arrive at the
Celestial City and board a fiendish ferryboat, while a cheering celestial
crowd on the river’s other side applauds the two foot-heroes who have
crossed over. doomed, the panicking ferryboat passengers sink into
despair, while hawthorne can only save himself by waking up.
hawthorne’s Celestial Railroad is a metaphor for an observer traveling the wide easy path of minimal effort, habits, materialism, ignorance, mockery, and vanity leading to the ferryboat of despair.
however, to explain the eschatological worldviews of ancient Egypt,
early China, and the navajo1 mirrored by their signs in art and litera1 This paper is based on a comprehensive three-year, fulltime, independent
study of ancient Egyptian texts called The Isis Thesis (King 2004). The study of
870 ancient Egyptian signs explains that the corpus of funerary texts spanning
from 2520 to 664 BCE demonstrate an advanced knowledge of space physics,
quantum physics, and quantum biology. Building on this discovery, the thesis
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ture, the same metaphor of a Celestial Railroad is used to represent an
observer traveling backward through our 4.5 billion year old life
process on the planet from the human to the microbial to the heavens.
These agent-based worldviews are psychophysical, that is, the agent
moves backward in time through the brain’s file cards with its ancient
memories. wholeness in this psychophysical collapsing cosmos can be
described as Cosmic Embrace, where a knowledgeable observer
embraces or collapses the cosmos to its tiny quantum beginning for continuity of mind. Accordingly, this paper presents the following inductive argument: the worldviews of the Egyptian pharaonic priesthood
(E), the early Chinese sages (C), the navajo shamans (n), and Charles
Peirce support continuity of mind based on operative laws of biology
and physics that reveal an intrinsic circularity conforming to Peirce’s
ideas of uniformity or crystallized mind (EP 1.297) as well as
“Evolutionary love”. The first assumption underlying this argument is
that universals exist relative to reality and existence. The second
assumption is based on Complexity Theory and John wheeler’s observer-participancy principle: an agent-based model (such as ECn) with
controlled information injected at key points can guide a system’s
behavior to a desired state due to underlying structure and natural law.
The third assumption is that the quantum world ruled by quantum
mechanics orders our classical cosmos ruled by general relativity. Recent
evidence for the third assumption is a study by Povolotskaya and
Kondrashov (2010) of the Bioinformatics and genomics Programme in
Barcelona, spain, showing that the divergence of proteins from the
unknown last universal Common Ancestor (luCA) bears a strong
similarity to our physical universe’s recession of galaxies from the Big
Bang. Also, their data resulted in a schematic representing Earth as an
Escherichia coli cell, and this supports the isis Thesis that proposes that
the holographic Earth functions as an Escherichia coli cell in the Egyptian
afterlife. The isis Thesis further proposes that phage lambda, a complex bacterial virus, functions as the world-heart or luCA of life on
Earth.2 supporting this idea, ECn texts describe a cosmic collapse to
explains that Egyptian deities and their activities can be interpreted as signs
for viral and bacterial genes and proteins. in other words, the core myth from
the least-corrupted texts describes universal religious themes, such as the
dying/rising god, the virgin birth, the brother rivalry, the cross, the great
flood of millions—that match up with the dying/rising viral lifestyles of bacteriophage lambda (phage for short). Also, exploratory studies on early
China (2009; 2009a) and the navajo (2011) support a continuing inductive
argument for the thesis.
2 some of the same processes in the earth’s magnetosphere mirror the activity
of a quantum E. coli cell, allowing a reasonable comparison of the earth to an
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our early Big Bang universe, that is, a return to the luCA.
Considering this paper’s inductive argument, certain questions
arise: where am i going? does natural law permit continuity of mind as
indicated by this interpretation of ECn signs? what’s love got to do
with it? And finally—how can all this be stated simply? To address
these questions, this paper summarizes ECn worldviews; briefly
reviews Complexity and other theories relative to time, cosmology, and
evolution of mind; considers w. B. gallie’s comment on Peirce’s cosmology; identifies natural supporting law for ECn and Peircean cosmologies; and incorporates Peirce’s insight on “Evolutionary love.” By
progressing from ECn worldviews grounded in natural law to the matter of a simple explanation to satisfy ockham’s Razor, one can travel the
ancient Celestial Railroad and comprehend the meaning of fundamental signs calling for continuity of mind.
The Song of the Earth
According to ECn texts (King 2004, 2009, 2009a, 2011), merging with the
sunlight is the first environmental directive for the afterlife traveler’s
transformation to a star, crystal, jewel, or quaternary form of four faces
or gods; the other alternative is a hopeless default to the Egyptian
underworld’s annihilating “second death”, the Chinese underworld’s
eliminating “Central drainspout”, or what Reichard describes as the
never-ending snake that destroys the navajo mind by coiling about its
victim (1950: 454). To avoid this possibility in these afterlife journeys
through dwarf black-hole underworlds, one needs the positional
knowledge of the pole star marking Earth’s axis, as well as a clockwise
or Stick-to-the-right movement for axial descent. The result is transformation to a star or crystal quaternary form via a backward-in-time journey that is reminiscent of Jules verne’s Journey to the Center of the Earth,
where the heroes plunge into the Earth’s black hole center, encounter
past species, and execute an escape similar to being ejected out of a
white hole.
similar to verne’s physics, ECn dwarf underworlds operate
according to the laws of microcosmic (quantum mechanical) black
hole/white hole formation/evaporation processes of time reverse,
while prioritizing the act of observation. According to wheeler’s
delayed Choice Experiment, light is a wave of possibility remaining
that way until an observer manifests it retroactively, that is, going backward in time. Add to this that our brains remember the Past, not the
E. coli cell. Also, pyramidal architecture and Egyptian artwork mirror phage
lambda morphology with literature describing its activities as world-heart
(King 2004).
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Future, and we have the intrinsic circularity to go backward in time. As
interpreted in ECn texts and artwork, underlying quantum biophysical
structure and natural law support this circularity. so the Egyptian
pharaonic priesthood, early Chinese sages and emperors, and navajo
shamans observe and activate a psychophysical history running backward in time from humans to microbes to stars that describes a lawful
quantum physical cosmic collapse based on a quantum biological
process of protein crystallization. in ECn worldviews, merging with
the sun allows matter-based intellectual consciousness to become perceptive dimensional consciousness measuring time backward via
waveform frequencies to the primordial cell’s microbiology. These three
diverse cultures explain the same ancient survival message, and that is
how to achieve continuity of mind in the afterlife by following specific
directions.
“Where am I going?”
A brief review of Complexity and other theories that aim to reconcile
unpredictable nonlinear systems with inherent order is necessary to
address the question “where am i going?” Against determinism, quantum physicist C. K. Raju (2003) mentions the belief in the soul that originally functioned in a quasi-cyclic cosmos, a time belief that he claims
does not harmonize with western industrial capitalism with its slogan
of ‘time is money’ or more profit and machines leading to more disorder and waste. he explains that order-creation is a universal value that
should envelop longer-term concerns extending across cosmic cycles.
(432-434) similarly, physicist Roger Penrose in Cycles of Time (2010) runs
the laws of physics backwards from our present state, arguing that the
early universe is the late universe of a previous era, invoking a succession of universes (smolin 2010: 1034-1035). likewise, martin Bojowald’s
(2006) loop Quantum Cosmology based on Riemannian geometry
maps the backward evolution of a classical spacetime universe collapsing in time to small length scales and high curvatures (quantum effects),
and then the universe expands due to repulsive gravity. Bojowald visualizes this transition as a collapsing universe turning its inside out when
orientation is reversed; bouncing behavior replaces the classical singularity. in line with these views as well as ECn perspectives, mathematical physicist diego Rapoport (2010) bases his intricate mathematical
and physical theory on self-reference, but the subject cognizes the world
while acting as a singularity. Rapoport reviews experimental evidence
that interpretation, meaning, and intention are biologically grounded in
the biophotonic structure-process of dnA. Time is related to intention,
control, will, the appearance of life, and the myth of Eternal Return as
a self-referential process.
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Relative to visualizing complex ideas, systems researcher Charles
musès looks at the symbol-making process of letting one thing stand for
another because metaphorical thinking is essential to language,
thought, and scientific theory (1985: 13). musès believes that individuality and uniqueness should be considered in systems thinking (169).
Also, steven Rosen (2008) explains that even physicists cannot understand the natural world because of deeply engrained false assumptions
that are incompatible with the radically non-classical phenomena
underlying it. his solution is fusing science and philosophy in a phenomenological physics, a quest for historical knowledge of the selfevolving cosmos and our ultimate source. Quantum physicist Amit
goswami’s approach to complexity is that living things have both
determinism and quantum creativity (2008: 51). he reviews lovelock’s
1982 gaia hypothesis that sees the conscious Earth as a living organism,
a concept which biologist lynn margulis enriched with her ideas on
symbiosis between bacteria and their hosts.
in summary, the answer to the question “where am i going?” seems
to be “in circles” because the ECn agent-based models selecting Cosmic
Embrace are similar to the observer models of Raju, Penrose, and
Bojowald based on physical laws and the biological models of
Rapoport, musès, Rosen, and goswami.
The Black Sheep and the White Elephant
To understand esoteric ECn worldview systems similar to Peirce’s,
ockham’s Razor predicts a simple explanation with the fewest assumptions that fits the facts. First, the worldviews are focused on the primacy of
mind over matter, as well as quantum biophysical perspectives. so, to contextualize these worldviews with Peirce’s view and current developments,
it is worth pondering that two recent essays hold that Peirce has no cosmology (short 2011) and that his cosmology needs to be reclaimed
(ventimiglia 2008), with both scholars referring to w. B. gallie’s statement on the Peircean cosmology as a “black sheep or white elephant”
(1952: 216). short, however, adds that gallie attributed the view to contemporary philosophers, rather than himself (2011: 521). yet, gallie
wrote a paper entitled “what makes a subject scientific?” (1957) where
he presented his view of “science” that david harrah (1959: 236) later
suggested should apply to a “plurality of scientific traditions”, specifically the western scientific tradition deriving through the Babylonian,
Egyptian, greeks, Chinese, and pre-Columbian American traditions,
rather than gallie’s smooth view of a single tradition containing many
separate sciences. gallie’s reply to harrah’s criticism explains that
determining the value of a work as genuine science should refer to the
main scientific tradition and its “progressively revealed” standards that
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the work advances (1959: 239-40). gallie understood Peirce had broken
away from newton’s 17th century classical physics (1952: 234) or material monism (all is matter), but his concern was that Peirce’s cosmological blend of two different scientific branches, physics and biology, “just
won’t add up” (236). with these reservations and the possible influence
of the advent of scientific materialism in the 1950s, gallie rejected
harrah’s suggestion for defining “science” as a “plurality of scientific
traditions”, aligning himself with the newtonian-scientific materialist
tradition against scientific traditions such as ECn that advocate the primacy of mind over materialism. The heart of Peirce’s “black sheep” cosmology was that he too advocated the primacy of mind over materialism, while being an early mathematical pioneer of revolutionary quantum physics, an advance that transformed the view of matter. Peirce
understood that the Past houses our knowledge and is the “Existential
mode of Time” (EP 2.358), comprehending ideas such as negative energy, black holes, and time warps (merrell 2002; King 2008). he was also
aware of the nonlinear algebraic equations of Cayley, Klein, Clifford
and Riemann (Eisele 1979: 242, 256) that grounded many of the revolutionary ideas of quantum physics.3 in light of these counterintuitional
advances, many western philosophers and scientists are still bogged
down by the quicksand of scientific materialism. yet, today we can
define gallie’s slippery metaphors in light of scientific progress: the
black sheep of Peirce’s cosmology is his early revolutionary quantum biophysical viewpoint, and the white elephant is his idea of the primacy of mind (present in the organic and inorganic) over materialism. These two facets of his
cosmology entangle Peirce with the extensive western scientific tradition deriving through the Egyptian, Chinese, Babylonian, greek, and
pre-Columbian American traditions.
The Return Ticket
Especially germane to these perspectives is the celestial return ticket
described in The Isis Thesis (King 2004), an inquiry-based semiotic
approach to complexity that translates the symbol-making process of
3 in review, these radical ideas include Planck’s 1900 proposal that light and
other waves are emitted as discrete units called quanta, Einstein’s 1905 experimental evidence that light reveals itself as continuous waves and discrete
particles (wave-particle duality), and neils Bohr’s theory in 1913 that an electron jumps from one atomic orbit to a lower one, emitting a discrete quantum
of light energy discontinuously without going through the intermediate space
between the orbits—the quantum leap (goswami 2011: 12). Then in 1926,
heisenberg formulated the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics: particles sometimes behave as waves and vice versa.
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ancient Egypt into a quantum biology mirroring quantum physics.
Evolution on Earth developed rapidly through horizontal gene transfer,
mutation, and the activity of cellular mitochondria allowing nucleated
plant and animal cells to use oxygen. This network of genetic-engineering bacteria, bacteriophage, and virus made Earth habitable for us
while making us who we are today. symbiotic alliances were essential,
and we are actually an evolutionary postscript of four billion years of
microbial evolution. so as the human agent reverses time in ECn texts,
traveling through the brain’s ancient file cards, the focus is on microbiology, specifically the dying/rising lifestyles (lysogeny/lysis) of the
complex phage lambda, an abundant bacterial virus with enormous
evolutionary diversity because it acts as a dnA ferryboat for horizontal
gene transfer between species (King 2004; 2009; 2009a; 2011).
To illustrate, the isis Thesis asserts that ancient Egyptian deities represent microbial dnA and proteins (crystals) that bind and fold in a
crystallization process that mirrors quantum mechanical black
hole/white hole formation/evaporation processes. These biophysical
processes are generated by phage lambda, a world-heart or luCA
responsible for the creation of photosynthesis (left genetic arm) and
chemiluminescence (right arm),4 the two competing chemical reactions
in our cosmos. This occurs via its epigenetic switch between two
lifestyles: the phage can either go dormant on the host cell genome to
be replicated with the host’s genes as a prophage (lysogeny controlled
by ci repressor protein/photosynthesis), or the phage can rise from its
dormant prophage state and clone its own dnA producing millions of
phage progeny (lysis controlled by cro protein/chemiluminescence).
so, a brother rivalry exists between lambda’s dominant proteins, and
uv irradiation or the light inactivates the ci repressor protein, allowing
lytic growth controlled by cro protein.
Phage lambda is a self-assembling gene regulatory network controlling cell dynamics that can be switched on or off by a few input variables. Controllability is connected to a network’s underlying structure,
its dynamical rules, and its potential to be driven from an initial to a
final state (liu et al. 2011: 167). in Egyptian texts the dead King controls
the nonlinear system by merging with the sun-god’s ferryboat (uv
light or lambda). This inactivates the brother seth (ci repressor) so that
brother horus (cro protein) rules, osiris (prophage) rises from dormancy, and the dead King is transformed in the holographic Earth-cell via
the nutrient lactose (isis) into millions of light people. This means the
4 in Room E of the Edifice of Pharaoh Taharqa, the dominating scene is a mound
with two outstretched arms with hands open to the sky (the Christ stance on
the cross), suggesting the two arms of the lambda genome (King 2004: 291301).
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dead King’s merger with the light triggers the bail-out5 of the lambda
prophage (osiris) on the host chromosome, throwing the genetic switch
for lysis and restoring the Rightful order (Maat) of lambda’s operator
sequences for cro protein production (King 2004: 129-136). This results
in a lawful process of time reverse for human evolution of mind and
universal order through Cosmic Embrace.6 Early Chinese and navajo
texts describe the same evolution with the agent driving the system’s
behavior to a desired state for continuity of mind (King 2009; 2009a;
2011). This occurs because of the underlying structure of phage
lambda’s epigenetic switch. Remember, the agent is time-reversing
through the brain’s file cards of ancient memories, and microbes made
us who we are. however, ECn esoteric magic also includes knowledge
of quantum physical and classical entanglement, wheeler’s observerparticipancy principle, and space physics, as well as the following eight
rules of nature the Trickster.
The Moby Rules
The eight interdependent moby Rules (named after melville’s white
whale and the möebius Band) define ECn’s quantum physical evolutionary inversion-reversion biophysics for continuity of mind. First, in
quantum mechanics the weak force violates Charge/Parity/Time or CPT. A
Charge violation changes a positive energy state to a negative energy or
antimatter, which is simply matter moving backward in time. A Parity
violation allows space to have preferred directions and a right or left
handedness. A Time violation allows energy states or waves traveling
backward in time. CPT violates our fundamental spacetime symmetry.
now, a Parity violation also turns an object into its mirror reflection and
rotates it 180 degrees about the axis perpendicular to the mirror (upside
down). in their descriptions of CPT-violating journeys, ECn texts reinforce the Stick-to-the-right clockwise direction (west-north-East) of spin
relative to merging with the sun at the preferred points of west to
northwest. These ECn clockwise instructions within the sun and
earth’s strongly interacting magnetic fields are essential because a magnetic field can reorientate spin which carries information (Thomas 2011;
5 discussing the quality of a crystal, Peirce reasons that a triadic consciousness
goes bail for a lower order (EP 2.549-550n49).
6 Relative to their Cosmic Embrace or collapse, mathematical solutions support
a recent theory of quantum neuroscience (Persinger and Koren 2007) that
assumes temporal patterns in our brain have the information potential to contain extraordinarily large increments of space and time that can be represented in human consciousness via the wavelength of hydrogen, the sun’s major
element.
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sommer et al. 2011) and macroscopic entanglement exists at low temperatures (Amico et al. 2008: 43), such as at Earth’s elementallyenriched polar cusp near its axis, the ECn destination marked by the
polestar. Further, an organic molecule can reverse the spin orientation
of the conducting electrons of an inorganic, magnetic material
(Atodiresei et al. 2010; sanvito 2010: 664). Put simply, ECn advice is to
spin-up and stick-to-the-right for time reverse.7
Second, the afterlife traveler desires to become a star, a bio- or chemiluminescent chemical reaction that is the chemical reverse of photosynthesis. in
Microcosmos (1986), margulis and sagan explain how hustle-bustle bacteria invented life’s chemical systems leading to fermentation, photosynthesis, and oxygen breathing. After we die, explain margulis and
sagan, we return to the microcosm. This is the same message in ECn
texts, but these cultures offer us important survival tips for the psychophysical experience based on reversing the process of photosynthesis via a CPT violation resulting in bio- or chemiluminescence, the
chemical reaction that dominates our cosmos and produces light without heat—the cold light of stars, viz., the aspiration of the ECn agents.8
Third, in Lambda’s rising/dying (lysis/lysogeny) lifestyles, lysis is the
reverse integration pathway of lysogeny. noncanonical cruciform holliday
Junction intermediates (dnA crosses)9 are present in phage lambda’s
lifestyles, for the phage enters the bacterial host chromosome, becomes
attached at four points via the dnA cross (see Figure 1), and goes dormant next to the lactose nutrient genes that are tied off by the lac repressor protein that loops the dnA in the shape of the Egyptian ankh (see
7 imagine an electron as planet Earth with its spin representing Earth’s rotation.
Earth rotates counterclockwise or with a spin-down orientation. using the
sun and positioning Parity advice of ECn texts, the agent realizes a clockwiserotating spin-up orientation backward in time, reversing biological evolution.
This accommodates the ascent/fall ontological structure of Being described
by Binswanger, dante, de Chardin, Foucault, goethe, mozart, nerval, Rilke,
and others (King 2009a: 62-63).
8 The reverse of photosynthesis is bioluminescence, a type of chemiluminescence. Photosynthesis is the reaction where a living organism captures the
sun’s energy, converting the light into carbon-dioxide and water, then into
carbohydrates, producing the by-product of oxygen. in bioluminescence, a
type of chemiluminescence, light and carbon-dioxide are released by breaking
apart organic materials using oxygen. Chemiluminescence is the emission of
light by an atom or molecule that is in an excited state. whereas photosynthesis produces both light and heat, chemiluminescence produces light without heat—cold starlight.
9 The human chromosomes 11 and 22 exhibit palindromes of ~500 base pairs or
greater, while extensive evidence indicates palindromes easily slide into cruciform structures in bacterial and eukaryotic (our type) cells (smith 2008).
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Figure 2). This dormancy is lysogeny controlled by ci repressor. lysis
controlled by cro protein is the reverse integration pathway, when the
prophage rises from its sleep via the dnA cross, exits the host chromosome by reversing its path, and uses the lactose nutriment to clone
phage progeny. uv light activates the genetic switch between the
lifestyles. in this genetic switch, ci repressor competes with cro protein
over three operator seats on the right arm of the lambda genome. The
repressor binds to operator 1, then 2, then 3, while cro binds in reverse:
3-2-1. so it’s a race between the two proteins controlling two different
lifestyles, and what tips the scales for cro is the light.10 now, there’s a lot

Figure 1.
Holliday Junction intermediate.
Protein data Bank PdB1Xns (Public domain);
ghosh, K. et al. (2005) J. Biol.
Chem. 280, 8290-8299

Figure 2.
Lac Repressor protein looping
the DNA at lactose genes in E.
coli.
Protein data Bank molecule
of the month, 2003, PdB-101
(Public domain). illustrator:
david s. goodsell.

10 Also, an interesting parallel exists between ancient Egyptian instructions on
180 degree Parity and cro protein (controlling lysis) from phage lambda. The
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more to this genetic switch that i’m simplifying here, but you can see
how it suggests several universal religious themes and ancient signs.
Fourth, Lamarckism is the reverse of the Central Dogma of molecular biology. watson and Crick’s Central dogma is that information can only
flow one way from the genes to proteins, not from proteins to genes as
implied by lamarckism. however, biologists today know that information can flow in reverse from proteins to genes, as it does in the epigenetic switch of phage lambda governed by the brotherly rivalry
between ci repressor and cro proteins for vegetative replication. lambda
microbiology is an example of lamarckism because the proteins regulate
genes due to environmental stress caused by uv light, which influences
the lysis-lysogeny decision circuit.11 likewise, the human genome with
its vast suite of epigenetic marks “can produce hundreds of different cell
types and a staggering range of cell functions depending on which genes
are switched on and off” (Katsnelson 2010: 646).
Fifth, reverse transcription (RNA to DNA) is the opposite of transcription
or the Central Dogma (DNA to RNA). According to liu et al. (2004), experiments show that some lambda-like phages have a reverse transcriptasemediated switching mechanism encoded in an “evolution cassette” on
the left arm of the phage genome. similarly, our human genome is reverse
transcribed or written backward and upside down in places, suggesting
viral ancestry. An amazing 14.6% of our genome is comprised of linE-i
sequences of letters that include a complete recipe for the protein reverse
transcriptase; yet, the linE-i sequences serve no useful purpose in the
human body, but they are good at getting themselves replicated (Ridley
1999: 125). At death, however, linE-i sequences with reverse transcriptase
recipes may be return tickets for the backward-in-time journey for continuity of mind from the human to the microbial.
Sixth, a quantum mechanical white hole (QMWH) is the time reverse of a
rotating quantum mechanical black hole (QMBH). in this process, matter
reverses to antimatter (Charge violation), traveling backward in time.12 not
palindromic protein possesses an internal two-fold symmetry axis (base
sequences are read the same in opposite directions on different strands) with
a required rotation = 180 degrees. Cro protein recognizes base sequences that
are palindromic, and via a Parity violation, our palindromic dnA may accommodate cro binding.
11 Relative to symbiosis, the phage infects the beneficial Escherichia coli bacterium found in our intestinal tract, our second genome or microbiome.
12 Peirce explains this backward-in-time aspect of negative energy with an
example of how a train traveling at infinite velocity from Chicago to new
york would be instantaneously on all the tracks’ points; however, if transit
time were “less than nothing it would be moving in the other direction.” (EP
1.294)
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only does the intrinsic circularity of natural law exist at the biological
level of phage lambda, but its competing proteins also bind and fold
like a quantum mechanical black hole with its white hole time reverse
(King 2004; 2009a), supporting that it may function as a quantum worldheart. Seventh, approaching a QMBH singularity at the axis results in repulsive gravity, the reverse of gravity, and this is what ECN texts advise. in MobyDick, the novel melville dedicated to nathaniel hawthorne, the white
whale smashes the starboard side of Ahab’s ship, whirling it down into
a sea vortex, leaving one survivor at the axis of the vortex. Eighth, waves
sometimes behave as particles and vice versa (the Heisenberg Dance).
Thus, the Moby Rules guiding the biophysical inversion/reversion process
for ECN continuity of mind are CPT violation, bio- or chemiluminescence, lysis,
Lamarckism, reverse transcription, QMWH, repulsive gravity, and waves.
Entangled like a möebius Band, a second set of moby Rules guide the continuity of matter: CPT, photosynthesis, lysogeny, Central dogma, transcription, QmBh, gravity, and particles. The ECn quantum jump or
Peircean “sense of saltus” from matter to mind is the positioning advice for
merging with the sunlight at death. This potential biophysical circularity of
the moby Rules also supports Peirce’s cosmology related to his ideas on
operative laws conforming toward uniformity and continuity, his views on
lamarckism, the Past, negative energy, and black holes, as well as crystal
growth consisting in attracting matter like its own (EP 1.342), molecular
assimilation by means of right chemical composition-spot-time-directionvelocity (EP 1.345), reversing the law of mind to intensify feeling and
break habits (EP 1.348), diversification (EP 1.349), crystallized mind, and so
on. As Peirce explains, “The movement of love is circular, at one and the
same impulse projecting creations into interdependency and drawing
them into harmony” (EP 1.353).13 now from the moby Rules, one can
deduce that consciousness after death is a fragment of dnA that can be
exchanged between species as suggested in the isis Thesis. This fragment
may have epigenetic marks or memories of human and other behavior
having the potential to affect gene expression via symbiosis. with its agentbased awareness of ancient knowledge welded into the cell, one can understand the anthropomorphic emphasis in ECn texts and Peirce’s cosmology, who gallie (1952: 222-223) criticizes on this issue.14
13 To Peirce, “creations” encompasses the organic and inorganic including crystals (deely 2007: 19n35; 27-28n51-53).
14 in ECn texts and artwork, anthropomorphic figures displaying human characteristics for animals and inanimate phenomena suggest backward-in-time
motion of the agent who steers the system to a desired state with a few input
variables. Biological evolution involves a progressive series of quantum leaps
or fossil gaps changing the species at the creative level of the entire species
consciousness, creating greater and greater purposeful complexity (goswami
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Evolutionary Love (EP 1.352-371)
what’s love got to do with it? Recall that modern theories on time and
cosmology are similar to ECn views. Peirce argues that similar ideas
occur simultaneously to different individuals showing the continuity of
mind and power of agapasticism. helmut Pape examines Peirce’s theory
of agapasm, defining the term agape as “the driving force behind cultural
evolution motivating people to bring about something that is beyond their
present situation, state of mind or form of life” (1997: 59-60). if we change
our classical worldview from matter-based to one based on the Black
sheep of quantum biophysics and the white Elephant of primacy of mind
or feeling, supported by the moby Rules, then we can build on Pape’s definition of “driving force” relative to Peirce’s purposive agapastic development of thought, advancing a symbiotic altruism toward both organic and
inorganic life-forms to potentially steer our psychophysical system for
continuity of mind. however, Egyptian texts advise the dead King not to
be driven off by the sun-god, suggesting that the idea of afterlife dnA
exchange with a virus (symbiosis) may be a Frankenstein experience.
Perhaps the agent should remember Peirce’s comments on growth coming only from love: “love, recognizing germs of loveliness in the hateful,
gradually warms it into life, and makes it lovely”; “love must embrace
what is most opposed to it”; and “advance takes place by virtue of a positive sympathy among the created springing from continuity of mind”,
viz., symbiosis.15
2011 99-100). By reversing biological evolution, and since the classical world
is entangled with the quantum (vedral 2011), the quantum leap can also
explain the motion of time backward via the human agent’s consciousness of
past species to the knowledge welded in the primordial cell. one could quantum leap like a ram or deer, the early iconographic emblems in Egyptian texts
and Christian art, backward-in-time over fossil gaps from humans to primates
to mammals to vertebrates to invertebrates to multicellular organisms to
nucleated eukaryotes to the one-celled prokaryote with its dormant bacteriophage, our microbial ancestor that operates as a ferryboat for the exchange of
dnA between species. ockham, too, conceives of motion as a correspondence
of different states to different moments of time, not as a transition from one
state to another (goddu 1984: 205), suggestive of quantum leaps.
15 in The Psychedelic Experience, A Manual Based on the Tibetan Book of the Dead,
leary et al. describe the subject caught up in “microbiological shapes, cellular
acrobatics” and “flashes of direct molecular sensation” along with cosmological revelations (1964: 39-40), as well as a “feeling of intense love” for a billionyear-old evolutionary flow of harmonious living forms (43). leary et al.
explain that the cortex contains historical file-cards of the person, the race,
and living forms (35) and that the atomic structure of matter involving wave
phenomena is experienced as consciousness (46). Accordingly, psychedelics
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in Peirce’s discussion on lamarckism and the continuity of mind,
he speaks of the “deeper workings of the spirit” as well as environment’s role in breaking up habits, along with “growth by exercise”, “a
sort of reproduction” explained in “man’s glassy Essence”. similar to
Peirce’s lamarckian view, ECn practiced rituals strengthening the willful symbiotic energy necessary for continuity of mind. in the Egyptian
Book of Two Ways, the transformed cloned community is described as the
dead King reckoning millions of light people, making every man similar to his brother, making all men equal, reminding one of Peirce’s statement on Christ’s gospel that “progress comes from every individual
merging his sympathy with his neighbors”. Peirce also discusses the
transformation of the Christian concept of agape into a “party spirit”,16
tarnishing “the white spirit of light”17 and culminating in the destruction of the Egyptian library of Alexandria. Peirce then quotes John of
salisbury: “ignorance is the mother of devotion.” Then he discusses the
idealistic hegelian philosophy, remarking that the idea is superb, but
the whole movement is guided by “a blind and mysterious fate of arriving at a lofty goal” lacking the vital freedom which is the spirit of love.
similarly, hawthorne’s party-train passengers also lack the spirit of
love, ignoring Parity instructions such as stick-to-the-right and other
signs due to ignorance, vanity and materialism. Perhaps it is easier for a
camel to enter a needle’s eye than for a rich man to enter god’s kingdom (mark 10:25).
if we define Peirce’s agapasm as a symbiotic altruism for creation as
a whole, then ECn worldviews support that an idea such as agapasm
could jumpstart their lawful time reverse via quantum biology leading
to Cosmic Embrace. so, Peirce was on the same track as ECn with his
lamarckian view of Evolutionary love, an altruistic symbiosis for conallow this lucidity. Perhaps psychoactive entheogens such as the blue lotus
plant, opium, and peyote, as well as the powerful stimulant cocaine may have
opened the quantum doors of perception for ECn and Peirce. According to
Joseph Brent, Peirce and contemporaries such as Thomas Edison, u. s. grant,
Jules verne, Pope leo Xiii, and others used cocaine (1993: 149), while recent
research (Rousseau 2011: 397) claims that other contemporaries, such as
sigmund Freud and william halsted were on coke while driving their power
trains of thought.
16 Peirce’s description of the Christian love Feasts is judicious, considering st.
Epiphanius’s account. see Campbell, Joseph. 1968. The Masks of God: Creative
Mythology. new york: Penguin group, 159-161.
17The Tibetan Book of the Dead explains that the white light makes all shapes visible, while mind is uncreated, immaterial, and indestructible. similar to ECn
and Peirce, the Tibetan text aspires to Cosmic Embrace, but the text lacks parity instructions and only guides deceased consciousness downward to gravitational rebirth.
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tinuity of mind stretching to so-called lower orders. if our microbial
genomic memory of the dying (lysogeny) and rising (lysis) virus has
seeded human religious history with its many dying/rising gods and
the cloning concept of universal love, then the same ideas are occurring
simultaneously to different individuals showing the continuity of mind
and power of agapasticism, which is exactly Peirce’s argument in
“Evolutionary love.” Possibly, the cosmos can be beneficient via a vital
freedom of symbiotic altruism if we ground the triadic relation and
semiosis on knowledge of our quantum biology, while breaking habits,
which is possible because of lamarckian applications such as brain neuroplasticity and inherited epigenetic variations. For this quantum biological-based semiosis, we must reconsider signs.18
Everything is standing on its head
To deal with complexity, ECn esoteric texts offer a logically-consistent,
agent-based model for continuity of mind with controlled information
injected at key points to guide the system’s behavior to a desired state
due to underlying biophysical structure and natural law. Then an irreversible backward time flow from human to microbes to stars allows
the reversing, interdependent system to accommodate dancing
heisenberg landscapes of oscillating particles and waves from complexity to order, against chaos, helping us to get back on our feet so we
can Foot-it-to-heaven. Constructing an agent-based model helped
these cultures deal with an inverted-reversed-classical-spacetime complexity flowing into a quantum-mechanical-collapsing cosmos of order
18 For example, the general capitalist compulsion to clone millions of dollars
and the modern genetic engineering obsession with cloning organisms may
be signs advocating the compulsive lytic cloning cycle that produces millions
of phage progeny due to cro protein folding and binding. Another correlation
is the unique crystal structure of the free cro protein, its subunits rotating 53
degrees with respect to each other on binding dnA (Albright and matthews
1998) and mirroring the approximate angles of slant for the great Pyramid of
Khufu (52 degrees), the Pyramid of menkaure (52 degrees), the Pyramid of
Khafre (53 degrees), and the Bent Pyramid of Pharaoh sneferu (54 degrees), as
reviewed by greenberg (2000). Also, the recognition helices of each cro
monomer are ~34 Å apart, positioned to bind in the major grooves of each
operator half site, separated by ~10 base pairs (each 10 base pair = one turn of
the dnA helix) (Ptashne 2004: 3; marcey 2001), correlating with the ancient
Coptic meaning of “pyramid” as pyr-met or “the division of ten” (seiss 1877).
Perhaps the early worldwide phenomenon of the triangular pyramid with its
four faces represents phage lambda’s conformation of equilateral triangles as
well as the quaternary crystal structure of cro protein with its 53 degree angles
and dnA divisions of ten.
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and timelessness, perceived as mind in a state of crystallization such as
a star, stone, jewel, or quaternary forms of four pyramidal faces, four
sky pillars, four gods, four children, four winds. This suggests evolution to a timeless crystal, a perfectly ordered crystalline array—that is,
a protein crystal, perhaps like cro protein, and this may be the meaning
of the pyramid and Peirce’s idea of crystallized mind. still, our knowledge has certain limits. however, ECn esoteric literary texts and art
record an evolutionary science for continuity of mind that mirrors much
of our current knowledge of space physics, quantum physics, and quantum biology, while reinforcing Peirce’s cosmology. Even Complexity
Theory argues that unpredictable events are not random, but are the
output of complexity and interdependent rules. so, transforming the
world at death may be possible with a symbiotic altruism for all creations, knowledge of the moby Rules, and the ECn positioning advice
for continuity of mind. supporting Peirce’s scientific spirit, perhaps living life today as a human-microbial postscript can be viewed as an
opportunity to explore knowledge, so that at death’s transition, the
agent can exploit knowledge to embrace cosmic order via natural law.
As mahler explains in The Song of the Earth, the idea is not to be the desolate ape howling in the moonlight on the grave.
And so, this paper describes a theory of mind’s continuity, where
discrete time instants do not count when the classical world is ruled by
quantum physics. Along with discrete time instants, ockham’s Razor
also cuts out questions such as what happens after timelessness or
whether or not god exists because these are unverifiable predictions.
What must satisfy us is the quaternary formalism of the Black Sheep of quantum biophysics, the White Elephant of mind’s primacy, and the circular Moby
Rules—against the Desolate Ape lacking the lawful knowledge and human
symbiotic altruism necessary for Cosmic Embrace.
Now take up the wine! Now, friends, it is
time! Drain your golden cups to the depths!
– gustave mahler, “The song of the Earth”
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